Wednesday, August 13, 2014

3:47 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-13-14 How can Bill + Melinda Gates be convicted of mass
murder by their suppression of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made
H @ -254 C... Frozen Mosquitos... Frozen Foods took decades
to perfect. Heavy Lift Helicopters spraying H @ -254 in the
Jungles, over the marsh + lakes. I'm sure there is a way to use
H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
and saved 1 Billion People mostly in Africa... so now do you
believe Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar... Hell Yes!
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat....
8-13-14 Malaria is a devastating infectious disease caused
by unicellular parasites of the genus Plasmodium. Over 1
billion people worldwide live at high risk of contracting
malaria and each year the disease causes more than 200
million clinical cases and 700'000 deaths, mostly among
young African children. Plasmodium falciparum, one of five
species known to elicit malaria in humans, is responsible for
the vast majority of severe and fatal malaria outcomes.
8-13-14 How can Bill + Melinda Gates be convicted of mass
murder by their suppression of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made
H @ -254 C... Frozen Mosquitos... Frozen Foods took decades
to perfect. Heavy Lift Helicopters spraying H @ -254 in the
Jungles, over the marsh + lakes. I'm sure there is a way to use
H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
and saved 1 Billion People mostly in Africa... so now do you
believe Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar... Hell Yes!

8-13-14 Lauren Bacall dead at 89: A look at her emails and
YouTube videos talking about the Laser Guided
ElectricWindmillCar suppression.
8-13-14 "Lauren Bacall the Goddess of Inspiration" Movie
Greg + Mary B. will make with an Aristotle's qualitative
explanation of the "Lauren Bacall Rainbow" will show an
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explanation of the "Lauren Bacall Rainbow" will show an
inventiveness and relative consistency that was matched for
centuries. By Beautiful Women who sparked Mens MRI's!
8-13-14 "France Plans Arms Shipments to Kurdish Forces in
Iraq" By SCOTT SAYARE and ALAN COWELL the NY Times!
8-13-14 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in Paris will cause the New
French Revolution to make the University Free instead of
Closing all the Universities in France + Reparations... to
French Citizens who were scammed by France sending arms
all over the world will all get 1 Billion MacBookPro's with a
built in iPhone7s pre-loaded with 1,001 IP... Total Oil
Company spent more than this much on arms give away's - 1
Billion MacBookPro's with a built in iPhone7s pre-loaded
with 1,001 IP... will get the French the Gravity Engine,
discovery how gravity is generated, and 1 Trillion other
inventions + discoveries!
8-13-14 Front Page Headlines NY Times after the "4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat" Breast Cancer will be Classified as Mass Murder
by the UN. "Women MD's now run the UN" UNCIEF windfall
too!

8-13-14 USA TODAY See realtime coverage Breast Cancer
Women Resccue by Navy Seals... US developing rescue plan for
Iraqi refugees...WASHINGTON -- The 130 special advisers
dispatched to Iraq this week have been tasked with
developing a rescue plan for religious minorities trapped on
Mount Sinjar, the Obama administration said Wednesday.
8-13-14 Diversity at the UN lead to downright Mass Murder
of 1 or 2 Billion in its "Oil for Food" Scams! Oil Revenues of
$777 Trillion for building 100's of Yale Key West Medical
Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure when to the Navy for a
Fleet of 100's of JFK Super Carriers and Fighter Jets. This is
now Mass Murder, or will be after the coup!
8-13-14 Head On Crash's for the last decade are all "Mass
Murdered" Now!
8-13-14 Fiery Wrecks since 1980 are all "Mass Murder" Now!
8-13-14 GM recalls... Hillary, Kerry, Heinz, McCain. Drop Cam
on the Dash of all cars should of been mandatory 10 years
ago. With Speaker, Mic, wifi + cell so cops can see and talk to
you inside the car.

8-13-14 Yale grads driving to Boston after graduation, he
falls asleep. I'm sure if they had a Dash Cam with wifi + cell
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falls asleep. I'm sure if they had a Dash Cam with wifi + cell
communication some of their Elite Yale friends would have
talked to them all the way from Yale Campus to Boston and
he would never have fallen asleep and killed her! Day after
Graduating from Yale... this is mass murder by our George
Orwell II Government. Some Kerry, McCain, Hillary - as all 3
of these people could have and should have let Greg and 4
MD wives Brainstorm 24/7 the cure for Breast Cancer + a
Universe of other Inventions!
8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue...
8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue... Issue is Super-Air-Bags-On-Outside of all cars
and trucks, Gregs invention suppressed since 1990 and this is
"Mass Murder" by George Orwell II.

8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue... Issue of the NY Times not witing up Super-AirBags-On-Outside of all cars and trucks should "Bankrupt"
this Newspaper and all the others who would not let
Journalists write up Super-Air-Bags-On-Outside of all cars
and trucks in 1990. This is "Mass Murder"

8-13-14 "head-on crash" BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com A Key West woman and a Polish
man were hurt in a head-on car crash on U.S. 1 Sunday,
according to the Florida Highway Patrol. Troopers say
Helene Blanchard, 40, a former employee of The Citizen, was
driving north at Mile Marker 15 on the Lower Sugarloaf
Channel Bridge at 2:20 p.m. when she veered into the
southbound lane, according to a press release. Blanchard's
2004 Chevrolet struck a 2013 Ford driven by Wieslaw
Brodaczewski, 58, of Dubai. Brodaczewski and a passenger
in the Ford, Mark Moneaux, 65, of Poland, were taken to
Lower Keys Medical Center on Stock Island. A second
passenger in the Ford, Hanna Brodaczewski, 58, of Dubai,
was not injured. Blanchard's children were not hurt in the
crash -- a 7-year-old girl and 5-year-old boy. Neither drugs
nor alcohol were believed to be factors in the crash,
according to the FHP. Blanchard and her children were
wearing seat belts, but Moneaux was not. Wieslaw and
Hanna Brodaczewski were wearing seat belts, reports state.
Blanchard broke her pelvis in the crash, she said when
reached by phone at Lower Keys Medical Center. She did not
have to undergo surgery, she added. "I'm going to be better,
but I have to heal," she said. "Right now, I can't even sit in a
chair." Blanchard was cited for failure to drive in a single
lane, but she said she doesn't remember the crash. "I blacked
out," she said. "The kids are OK, thankfully." Moneaux was in
serious condition when he was transported, reports state.
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serious condition when he was transported, reports state.
Troopers and Monroe County Sheriff's Office deputies
alternated traffic via one lane for two hours while clearing
the scene. alinhardt@keysnews.com
8-13-14 Head On Collisions statistics are in the 100's of
thousands in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA and all could have
been prevented decades ago with the Laser Guided
ElectricWindmillFord Escort.

8-13-14 Mass Murder by the French Government has been
going on for many decades, YouTube videos have already
convicted the Ruling Class at the French Government Owned
Total...
8-13-14 "France Plans Arms Shipments to Kurdish Forces in
Iraq" By SCOTT SAYARE and ALAN COWELL the NY Times!

8-13-14 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in Paris will cause the New
French Revolution to make the University Free instead of
Closing all the Universities in France + Reparations... to
French Citizens who were scammed by France sending arms
all over the world will all get 1 Billion MacBookPro's with a
built in iPhone7s pre-loaded with 1,001 IP... Total Oil
Company spent more than this much on arms give away's - 1
Billion MacBookPro's with a built in iPhone7s pre-loaded
with 1,001 IP... will get the French the Gravity Engine,
discovery how gravity is generated, and 1 Trillion other
inventions + discoveries!
8-13-14 Snowden is clutching the 52 Nearest Stars to Earth...
not even Snowden can LEAK the start of Star Travel by NASA
to the 52 Nearest Stars. Comcast Top Brass are Stay at home
Pedophiles! Alien Sex:
8-13-14 When I saw Wired magazine's cover photo of Edward
Snowden clutching an American flag, my first thought was
in the form of a question: has Snowden just made his first big
PR blunder?

8-13-14
8-13-14

Apple diversity report reveals company is 55 percent white!
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Apple diversity report reveals company is 55 percent white!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at the
State Dept. when Hillary was the Leader suppressing Greg + 4
MD wifes from Brainstorming a Rx Cure, if it works put it in
the water Dr. Nancy would say...
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 Our 1984 II government writers must be brain dead
like Chen at the NY Times, writing a Picasso article without
any new women inspiring Picasso...

8-12-14 The rainbow comes from an optical illusion caused
by any water droplets viewed from a certain angle relative to
a light source. Indeed, it is impossible for an observer to see
a rainbow from water droplets at any angle other than the
customary one of 42 degrees from the direction opposite the
light source....
8-12-14 Now Picassos optical illusion caused by "Women" who
Picasso sees as "Real" not an optical Illusion in his frontal
lobe but "Gods best Invention" this will Help to Teach +
Influence Apple’s Style Inside Apple’s Internal Training by
Promoting "Legal Polygamous Marriage" 4 Wives at the same
time, and I'm sure Picasso didn't just have one women on his
mind painting the Bull. Apple Training can open the iApp
on MRI's and dissect them as a Futuristic Hemingway Novel
thinking about his "women". Tim Cooks MRI thinks of his Wife
on her BDay... The Bull is the NY Times Chen and Dyke
Industries... Oil Industries and Dyke Industries are the New
Nouveau riche only because they gave their support for gov.
perks to the Oil Holocaust II Era.
8-12-14 Navy refused to bury 40K dead Breast Cancer women
a year at Arlington!
8-12-14 Now Picassos + Hemingway would raise Hell, is
todays NY Times an optical illusion as they let 40K dead
women a year off Headline News... Comcast Pedophiles must
be the Elite of our 1984 II Society, not a optical illusion!
8-12-14 JFK's daughter Caroline goes along with the Navy in
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8-12-14 JFK's daughter Caroline goes along with the Navy in
its refusal to bury 40K dead Breast Cancer women a year at
Arlington!

8-12-14 SS JFK Super Shuttle, Caroline Kennedy refused a
super shuttle from NASA for a SS JFK Super Carrier... is she
brain dead to the Hubble space Telescope Train Flagger
would have paid for with is windfall $ Trillions!
8-12-14 Both Apple + Starbucks Marrying UP... as the
AppleTech's will write iApps on the spot before her coffee gets
cold and all 100K of them will make $ DOUBLE what Apple
Engineers make at HQ! 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash iApp will
be the "Test" at Apple University as these fiery cop car crashed
will burn Rome to the Ground. Rise + Fall of the Roman
Empire by Yale University Press. An iApp, did Nero set Rome
on fire. Emails from Comcast Pedophiles will be made public
by Yale University!

8-12-14 Aristotle's qualitative explanation of the "Rainbow"
not how he was "Inspired" showed an inventiveness and
relative consistency that was unmatched for centuries.
8-12-14 Apple training will give 15 billion people consistency
in getting 1,001 Invention Projects via iApps and Futuristic
Hemingway Writing Classes at Apple + Hemingway House in
Key West with a invention in every chapter. Apple Software
"Today" lets "Classrooms" of 50 write on the same page all
together!! Wow! Now we have to get Apple to pre-load this
software with an iApp tutor!

8-12-14 iApp written after reading this... Key West Citizen
Newspaper story BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com "The 13-year-old son of an 18-time
convicted felon facing life in prison on gun charges was shot
to death this month in Florida City while playing with a
firearm, according to court records and published media
reports." 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes War Retubration will be 1
time convicted felons get a "Drop Cam + Dash Cam 24/7 to
hell with Brainstorming the RxCure 24/7 for convicted
felons! Yes Drop Cams watch the Kids, no one else is in this
sad story!
8-12-14 Picasso, Hemingway, JFK, Caroline Kennedy, US
actor and comedian Robin Williams has been found dead,
aged 63, in an apparent suicide caused by alcohol and
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aged 63, in an apparent suicide caused by alcohol and
drugs, an iApp will be written ASAP warning your Frontal
Lobe of the illusions promoted and the Alcohol + Drug
Industries, Culture, Comcast Pedophiles will be in this iApp...
one more Holocaust III for the Top Brass promoting drinking
+ drugs!
8-12-14 Zero "0" percent with Syphilis on the brain... Apple
diversity report reveals company is 55 percent white, Zero "0"
percent swear M-F when a Black Man walks by their cubic!
Zero "0" percent listen to "Rap Music" 24/7... Zero "0" percent
would give you a ride home in the rain then rob you and
leave you for dead as 99.999999999999999999 percent of Key
West Black Men would! Zero "0" percent would go to the head
of the line for a "Heart Transplant" like Chaney. Nouveau
riche and JFK rich will willingly go to the front of the line
for a "Heart Transplant" but will not promote "Mandatory
Organ Donation" there must be something stamped
"Classified" by some Comcast Pedophile... What percent have
died from Breast Cancer at Apple?

8-12-14 Apple diversity report reveals company is 55 percent
white!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at the
State Dept. when Hillary was the Leader suppressing Greg + 4
MD wifes from Brainstorming a Rx Cure, if it works put it in
the water Dr. Nancy would say...
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!

8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
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8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!

8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 What percent have died from Breast Cancer at
Apple?
8-12-14 Apple diversity report reveals company is 55 percent
white!

8-12-14 Our 1984 II government writers must be brain dead
like Chen at the NY Times, writing a Picasso article without
any new women inspiring Picasso...

8-12-14 Hillary would not promote what percent died from
Breast Cancer at the State Dept when she was the Leader... if
she did she would be arrested by a daughter of a dead
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she did she would be arrested by a daughter of a dead
breast cancer women working today at the FBI or worst
working at the CIA who blames Hillary for the 40K dead this
year from breast cancer!
8-12-14 War Reparations... 1 Billion MacBookPro's preloaded with 1,001 IP... War on Breast Cancer War
Reparations... 101 Yale Key West Medical Schools all built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure!!

8-11-14 Simplifying the Bull: How Picasso Helps to Teach
Apple’s Style Inside Apple’s Internal Training Program By
BRIAN X. CHEN NY Times...
8-11-14 The Bull: Picasso Helps to Teach "InventSomething"
remembering Picasso "Warp Speed" 1, 2, 3, 4, were all genesis
creation by the rapture of a new women in his life his brain
synapsis firing in a light night storms, not Epilepsy but a
"Inspiration seizures" Picasso help create himself, by
thinking "Women" are God's best Invention... Painting!

Power struggle on Baghdad streets.... NASA Power Struggle
LOST in SPACE the Hubble II docked like a Flagler Train to
Key West. Navy docked Super JFK Carriers with the $777
Trillion in $4 gas money. Holding up a gas station and
sucker punching the women. Navy refused to bury 40K dead
Breast Cancer women a year at Arlington! But refused to
sink the idea $777 Trillion New Manhattan Project would get
a Rx Cure... put it in the water if it works Dr. Nancy would
say!
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
8-11-14 Simplifying the Bull: How Picasso Helps to Teach
Apple’s Style Inside Apple’s Internal Training Program By
BRIAN X. CHENAUG. NY Times...

8-11-14 Dr. Katrina with the brain between her index finger
and thumb... this is what Apple's-Starbucks Stores will teach...
Mr Chen will be fired by the NY Times for his Apple Picasso
article... really! Picasso was 1 Trillion Percent "Inspired by
Women" Chen has "0 Zero" women in a Picasso article! Sick...
8-11-14 Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with
every new women... these cells only put out spikes at around 6
Hz. During theta rhythm (4-10Hz) they might jump up to 20
Hz, while during gamma rhythm and sharp wave ripple,
they fire over 120 Hz. Inspired by women leaves clues about
its presence via gravity of the Invention + Discovery, by
Edison, Pasture, Steve Jobs... next clue will be the firing of
brain synapses and fast-spiking interneurons. Goddess of
Inspiration!
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Goddess of Inspiration! 15 Billion People on Earth is the case
for or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001
Super Brain Inventions she has never thought of...
preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touched a
brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just
grows + grows, to comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies
expanding into empty space at this moment! With her Brain
and someone else Brain on her index finger making sparks
in her Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the
Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp to hear + see Aliens on
the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on her
MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do
on its own!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.
Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
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Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
women...

Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
women...

3 pm Sat 8-9-14 stole trike with 1 wheel same black men this
time in Saint Mary Star of the Sea Parking lot, wow. Hell
with them. Greg is without a trike now in Key West. call Greg
if you can help out with a old cheap Miami Sun Trike for
$100 thanks 3053408082
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3 pm Sat 8-9-14 stole trike with 1 wheel same black men this
time in Saint Mary Star of the Sea Parking lot, wow. Hell
with them. Greg is without a trike now in Key West. call Greg
if you can help out with a old cheap Miami Sun Trike for
$100 thanks 3053408082 Street Named for a Nun... Marina
Mosher Way - Virginia + Windsor. Sisters convent is next to
Saint Marys. Far as a 1984 II Society and the Catholic
Church in Key West I have no idea what goes on. Pope
Francis knows the Laser guided electricwindmillFord Escort
is being suppressed and both Waring sides have spent $777
Trillion in your $4 gas money on war toys from MIT.

8-10-14 Key West News - about the theft of Greg's Miami Sun
Tricycle. I "One" wheeled it (like a Unicycle) up to Saint
Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church at 2 pm Sat. Left 5 notes
on it... Help senior 66 needs... 4 pm got back and trike was
gone. I went to Cop Shop with picture of trike and city lic
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gone. I went to Cop Shop with picture of trike and city lic
number. So its reported. In my Autobiography dramatic
scene Black Men cutting the cable in the Saint Marys Star of
the Sea Catholic Church parking lot at 3 pm sat... then going
to their Baptist Church after stealing Greg Bike... this will be
in the movie... and the Black Baptists Minister will say
forgive them God... No Hell No Hell... sick, this Black Minister
would leave you for dead after stealing your bike or purse!
iApps for Black Mens lobotomy, if it works put it in his water!!
Mandy Miles in the Sunday Citizen Newspaper... "Words of
Warning" 19 going on 9 years... "girl talk" act your age... CIA
with $777 Trillion they should have pulled off the 4 MD Wives
Coup in 1980 with the Euphoria of the invention of the
ElectricWindmillCar when mile long lines were at every gas
station in the USA... now all we can look back on is all the
women sucker punched by a Black Man robbing a gas
station! Artile from the Atlantic "Black Men Need More
Education to Get the Same Jobs" by Margaret Barthel...
Margaret must know the 13 worst swear words as Black men
on the job swear M_F... 1 trillion times a day Black Men
scream as you walk by Mother Fucker! Sick!! Laser Guided
ElectricWindmillFord... Escort. If Jimmy Carter + Kennedy
didn't suppress it the "New Rich" would have been the
ElectricWindmillCar people!

Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord... Escort... 800 Fiery Cop
Car Crashes, LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow...
An appeals court has ruled a Monroe County Sheriff's Office
deputy is not civilly liable for an on-duty car crash that
killed former deputy Melissa "Misty" Powers, according to
court records.
Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord... Escort. If Jimmy Carter
+ Kennedy didn't suppress it the "New Rich" would have been
the ElectricWindmillCar people!

Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord... Escort. Sisters of Mercy
Nun hit and run!

Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord... Escort. Sisters of Mercy
Nun hit and run!

Hamptonites take down ‘depressing’ sign memorializing
beloved nun By Selim Algar and Bob Fredericks Hamptonites
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beloved nun By Selim Algar and Bob Fredericks Hamptonites
take down ‘depressing’ sign memorializing beloved nun The
road sign memorializing the hit-and-run death of Sister
Jacqueline Walsh has been a source of controversy since it
was installed last year. Photo: Doug Kuntz
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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